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What is Rope Access?

Gravity Sure is a newly formed Rope Access provider. We have considerable
experience in the majority of sectors covered in the Rope Access industry
including Powerstations and Energy Generation, Oil and Gas Refineries and Rigs,
Renewable Energy, Steel Manufacturing, Chemical Storage, Bridges, Spans and
Buildings. We provide highly skilled project managers and tradesmen that will
work to your high standards and deadlines without compromising safety. Please
look around our website and give us a call for further info.

Applications

Our services
As is generally accepted in the industry Rope Access is predominately a means of
accessing difficult or in some cases, near impossible places without the need for
expensive and time consuming alternatives. With this is mind Gravity-Sure provide
a high standard of workmanship with certification to relevant specifications within
that trade including:
Inspection
Non Destructive Testing, UT, MPI, Photographic Survey.
Maintenance
Painting, Spraying and High Spec Coatings, Mechanical Preparation & Blasting.
Cladding.
Corrosion Protection and Sealing.
Steelwork including Rigging and Lifting.
Installation of Thermal Insulation.
Mechanical Engineering.
Standby. ??????
Rescue Cover for Scaffolding, Roofing, Confined Spaces and Major Outages
applying Rope Access techniques for stretcher evacuation of the otherwise
impossible situations.
IRATA Level 3 Cover .
Temporary Safety lines, Supervision of High risk fall arrest work.
Lots of others skills are available, on request, we like to improvise and adapt to
suit your need. All you need to know is we can get there and get the job done!

It is impossible for all structures to be designed to be accessible in all areas which is why the
rope access industry was born. Rope access is a means of gaining access to a given point no
matter its height, location or other difficulties, and this then can be used for reasons such as:
To set up a more permanent means of access, be it walkways, stairwells, ladders, fall arrest
systems etc.
To provide evidence either visual or non destructive for a particular materials condition and
report back to engineers.
To carry out immediate remedial works or installation.
To clean or coat a surface to prolong its working life.
Our technicians have experience in a variety of tasks throughout the world, Including
Tightening bolts on Roller coasters at Thorpe Park and Alton Towers.
Inspection of air traffic control tower at Heathrow Airport.
Painting prestigious apartments in the Sydney Opera House area.
Restoration of the historical warship Portsmouth.
Painting of the London EYE.
Work on the multi task oil production ship Stord Norway.
Large scale outages on several Powerstations throughout the UK.

Limitations
Rope access has continually evolved, gaining access to what was previously thought nonaccessible. We rely on suitable anchors to either hang off or to anchor ropes on, for example,
structural steel or things considerable in weight. There are alternatives where suitable anchoring
is not possible, for instance Counter weighting methods are readily available. A simple site visit
from Gravity Sure will identify the best means of gaining access to the chosen location while
staying within the stringent H & S guidelines.

Safety
Gravity Sure Projects are committed to health and safety and endeavour to have a zero injuries
policy. With this in mind, we are continually seeking to improve our approach to health and
safety. We understand that in the workplace there are constant risks and hazards and the
majority of rope access locations are dangerous. We aim to eliminate these risks through
training, experience, relevant and unique risk assessments and method statements for each job
and prior planning and discussions. All our operatives are CCSNG safety passport holders
IRATA (Industrial rope access trade association) trained and independently assessed.
All are supervised by a level three Rope Access supervisor
We also work to the British standard:7985/2009. In addition to the above we carry out a
detailed site visit in order for us to gain the information required to put together a site
specific risk assessment and method statement, for your approval and our safety. We also have
a wide practical and theoretical knowledge of the isolation methods required on sites and the
necessary permits to work.

